Economy Must Be Economical

PROTECTIMUS SMART

Add a reliable data protection tool to your smartphone. Protectimus.Phone is absolutely free and offered for the iOS and Android platforms. This solution is ideal because it does not cost you anything, combines various settings, is convenient to use, and looks great. Protectimus.Phone is a token that is always with you!

Protectimus SMART is ideal when your users are not part of your company’s structure, and you have little control over remote users. With this token, you do not need to actually give them a physical token, or transfer, create, and assign a token. A user can do all that independently by completing simple steps on the self-service page.

Always with You

Our smartphone is always with you, and you are far less likely to forget or leave behind your smartphone than a token. So, you will always have access to your protected data.

Maximum Economy

The mobile token is offered free of charge. Thus, there are zero expenses involved in purchasing a token. Besides, such tokens do not need to be replaced due to battery failure, which makes them ideal for long-term use of this solution.

Rich Functionality

SMART Protectimus Phone offers a wide range of capabilities that will meet all your needs. You can select the generation algorithm, choose your OTP length, create the required number of tokens on one device, and much more. And, working with this token is an easy and pleasant experience.

Key Features

- Available for free;
- Customized generation algorithm: meter-based or time-based;
- Customized OTP length: 6 or 8 characters;
- Changeable interface language: Russian, English;
- Multiple tokens can be created on one device;
- A check symbol feature to prevent typos when entering the key manually.